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The amazing and fast evolution of Covid-19

The  main  problem in  the  whole  world  since  2019,  has  been  the

arrival  of  the  Covid-19,  terrible  virus  which  has  contaminated  a  lot  of

people, and caused a pandemic. It started in China, at the end of 2019 and

evolved very quickly all around the world.

Covid-19 is a virus which can be transmitted very easily with each

person in contact with it. The virus contaminated all the world, continent

by  continent.  It  caused  a  lot  of  problems for  everybody.  However,  the

government  tried  to  establish  rules  to  control  this  pandemic.  The first

decision  was  to  close  all  public  places  like  restaurants,  museums,

cinema... for less contact with the virus. The Covid didn't stop and kept

growing despise  the different  adaptations.  Covid evolved so much and



created variants like the UK variant or African variant. The government

had to put a lock-down for workers and students, because they enabled

the virus to spread when they met other persons or friends, and forced as

many people as possible to stay at home. The USA, for example, reached

about 36 870 000 cases during 2020. At school, students had to participate

to online classes on different apps, like Zoom and Discord. Teachers also

used robots equipped with a tablet at  students height for reality video

work. Workers who could, had to work remotely too.

The government had to find solutions against the Covid-19 pandemic

like, surgical masks, social distancing for everybody with online classes,

remote work. Breakthroughs appeared like the solution hook but mainly

the  vaccine.  It  was  compulsory  for  everybody  who  wants  to  work  and

travel.    People agree with it because they think it was benefit for us and

it was a solution, but many people were against because we don't know

what there is in it. A new app by Essex Laboratory which was created, to

analyze our caught to know if we had the virus.

To finish, all of this adaptations calmed down and stopped Covid-19

from growing because people met less others and also contaminated less

people.  It  was  examples  of  solutions  but  the  Covid  make  3  waves  of

pandemic and why not another for now?



Covid-19 is a contaminating virus which touched all the world and

keeps growing in places where there aren't adaptations but scientists and

hospital personal swear it will end soon.

Treille Théo

Toolbox:

however= cependant 

despite=malgré

remotely=à distance

Unfortunately,  it’s  not the only bad things which happened in the

world. We have also, happened in 2020:

The Violence Between the Farmers and the
Government !



Currently,  the  Indian  farmers  are  getting  very  angry  and  are
protesting against the government. What went wrong in the past, to make
the farmers so angry? Above all, we will see what happened. 

In September 2020, the disaster began. The government creates new
agriculture  laws  that  were  set  up  to  boost  incomes,  to  modernize
agriculture and finally to promote corporations. 

On the one hand, there are more than 50,000 farmers protesting to
repeal the new laws. 
In  order  to  do  so,  they  have  blocked  the  streets,  driven  tractors  into
security barriers, and camped on the highways. We can clearly see how
much anger they feel.

On the other hand, the authorities don’t stay there. While the farmers
are  protesting,  the  Police  gets  violent.  They  throw  tear  gas  at  the
protestants, not only that they also throw water canons at them, but there
are even mass arrest. 

Fortunately, the Indian farmers are not alone. The USA support the
government’s laws, as opposed to the American citizens who do not agree.
American citizens have decided to raise their voice to support the Indian
farmers.  It  especially  aims  at  the  western  farmers  who  feel  very
concerned. 

Still, the Indian farmers do not just stay there doing nothing. They
have also created slogans to make their thoughts deeper, some like... “No
farmers, no food!” but also “We are farmers not a terrorist”.



To sum up, the violence between the farmers and the government
are very important in the history of 2020. 

Anaïs Avila

Tool box:

income: salary
modernize:  to  make  (something)  modern  and  more  suited  to  present
styles or needs.
corporation: a large business company
on the one hand: to one side
repeal: to revoke or abrogate 
fortunately: luckily
raise: boost, elevate

Before this fight,  something big and horrible happened in United-
States and had a lot of breadth

Fight against Racism



Racism has existed for many centuries in the world, mostly in
the United States. People fight against it with a movement named Black
Lives Matter which has created in 2013. Racism is actually more present
in American police violence. 

At first, over policing has agave with
years. It has been known for a long time
with the death of many black people such
as Trayvon Martin  in  2012 and recently
on May 25th 2020, the world knew George
Floyd’s death thank to social media. The
circumstances  of  his  death  were
handcuffing  and  pinning  on  the  ground
under M. Chauvin knee and he lost his  

breath.
Circumstances of Georges Floyd’s death.

Whereas, Georges Floyd’s death caused a blow-up. There were more
demonstrations, the hashtag #blacklivesmatter or #blm and teachers don’t
know how to speak about it at school. A lot of countries are attracted and
want  to  fight  for  the  movement.  The  government  is  trying  to  find  a
solution.  Joe  Biden  signed a  bill  and  vote  a  holiday  named “The June
teenth holiday taking place on 19th June. It celebrate the end of slavery in
the United States.  The government instituted a Nobel  peace price,  the
“compain zero” which is a group of politician who try to find a solution. Joe
Biden’s vice president is a black woman and the government took money
from the police to give it to youth, social media and associations. 



Demonstration after George Floyd’s death, in Australia on June 6 2020.
For conclude, people are trying to erase racism with demonstration,

establish holiday about the history  of  black  people...  Social  Media  has
helped  throw light  on the  movement.  The  world  wants  to  change and
trying to fight back against racism.

Janelle Dautremepuich

T  ool box:  
- demonstration: a march where people fight against something.
- a bill: a future law who gonna be vote.
- over policing: police who abuse of them power towards black people.
- handcuff: to arrest someone


